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Discord is an app that provides amazing communication features and services. One of these features is the Discord overlay feature, which allows users to communicate with their Discord friends while playing a full-screen game. But some users experience problems when their overlay does not appear
during the game. For some, this problem is only for a specific game while others experience the overlay without showing the issue for each game. This problem causes a lot of trouble because it prevents users from properly communicating and talking to their friends during their gaming sessions. Discord
OverlayWhat causes overlays of discord not to appear? The list of things that can cause this problem is quite long. Game overlay: The most common and basic thing that causes this problem is the Overlay option itself. Many people are not familiar with the settings and usually it is the settings that are not
configured properly. You should include an overlay option for specific games, and you may have to add the game to the Discord game list as well. Many people forget that they may have to manually include an overlay or that their game cannot be added to the Discord game list. Antivirus: Antivirus
applications are also known to cause some problems with The Discord overlay. Antiviruses can mark Discord or its overlay function as suspicious, and they can block it. Scaled display: If you have a scalable Windows display, then this may hide the Discord overlay as well. Place overlay: Because the
Discord overlay can be moved, many people accidentally move it off the screen. This usually happens when you scale the display as well. For example, if you place the overlay on the edge of the screen and you scale the display later, you won't be able to see the overlay even though it works properly.
Hardware Acceleration: Hardware acceleration is the use of computer hardware to perform certain functions more efficiently than is possible in software running on a more general purpose processor. This feature, if enabled, can cause some problems with the Discord overlay function. Before you dive
deep into the methods below, it's worth doing a reboot of the system and/or Discord application. Sometimes it's a glitch that goes away after the restart. So, restart the Discord app and check if it fixes the problem or not. If it doesn't reboot the entire system and check if it fixes the problem. Method 1: Turn
on OverlayThe very first thing you have to do is include an overlay option for your game. Even if you are sure that you have turned this option, it is worth giving a look because there are a few things that need to be tested in overlaying and tweaking the game. Follow the steps below to make sure
everything is set up way to rule out any problem settings. Open DiscordClick on the user's settings (transmission icon). This should be on the right side of your avatar. Discord User Settings ChoicesRe select overlay from from left paneTurn on engaging in overlay play. It should be at the top of the right
paneEnabling Discord Overlay feature for GamingSelect gaming activity with the left paneMake sure that overlay is included for the specific game you play. The game should be in a green box in the right glass if the overlay is on. You should also be able to see Overlay status: On before the game you are
playing right now. Note: If the overlay is not included for your game, then press the monitor button before the game, and this should include an overlay. Turning on the Discord Overlay feature for a running gameIf you don't see your game on the list of games, then you can add your game as well. Click on
Add It! Link with the right glass and select the name of the game from the drop menu. Click Add game. Now repeat Steps 6 to turn on Overlay for the newly added game. Choosing a game for a contention game ListAdding game to the discord game ListCheck if this fixes the problem for you. Method 2:
Turn off hardware accelerationSM hardware acceleration may be the culprit of this problem, disabling this option is the logical thing to do. So, follow the steps below to disable hardware acceleration for the Discord app. Open DiscordClick on the user's settings (transmission icon). This should be on the
right side of your avatar. Discord User Customization Selected Appearance with left paneScroll down in the right glass and you should be able to see the hardware acceleration It should be under the Advanced Section Include Hardware AccelerationDisabling Discord Hardware AccelerationS are likely to
see the confirmation box. Click Good. This reboot app Discord That's it. The problem needs to be fixed after the Discord app has been rebooted. Method 3: Scale DisplaySome users learned that their display has been reduced to 105% (or some other percentage), and the only thing they had to do was
change the display back 100%. So this may be the case for you, and the only reason you couldn't see the overlay was because of the scalable display. All you have to do is scale the display back to its original 100% and everything should work fine. Hold the Windows key and click the IClick
SystemSelecting System From Windows SettingsSelect 100% (Recommended) from the drop menu in the Scale and Layout section Selecting the 100% Recommended Option to bring the Scale Windows display scale back 100%Once the scaling is done, start the game again. The overlay should be
appearing now. Method 4: Moving overlayIn some cases the only problem is the location of the overlay. Since you can move the overlay around, it may have been the case that you accidentally moved the overlay from the screen. If you've tried everything and nothing worked, then the most likely reason is
that everything works, but you just can't see the overlay because of it So the only solution here is to move the overlay by following the steps below the game and open DiscordPressPress Discord Keep the CTRL, SHIFT and I keys (CTRL and SHIFT) while you are in Discord. This should open the
JavaScript console on the right side. Click on the arrow in the top right corner of the JavaScript console. Select an app from the newly created JavaScript Disclosure List of the Console Discord and OptionDouble App Selection, tap the local store from the newly created left panel (or click on the arrow next
to the local storage) you should be able to see the newly created recording under the local store. This new entry should be called https:'discordapp.com. Click on it Selecting a local storage option from Discord JavaScript ConsoleRight-click to OverlayStore (or OverlayStoreV2). It is in the middle of the
Key column. Select DeleteDeleting OverlayV2 from ColumnLaunch Keys. The overlay should return to the default position and you will be able to move it again. Method 5: The DiscordDiscord update receives updates on a fairly regular basis, so it may just be an update that has entered this bug in the
app. This should be the case if you started experiencing problems after the update. If the methods mentioned above do not resolve this issue, then unfortunately there is nothing you can do. You can also try updating Discord yourself. Method 6: Running as an administrator In some cases, Discord may
lack some important system permissions to read and write on the root computer directory. Sometimes this can prevent the overlaid from working properly, and at this stage we will grant these Discord privileges to make sure it is not a problem. To do this: Click the right button on Your Discord, which must
be present in the Discord installation folder or desktop, and select the Properties option. In Discord Properties, click on the Compatibility tab and then click Run this program as an administrator. Run this program as an administratorClick on the Apply button to save your changes and then to the OK button
to close out the window. Try releasing Discord again and see if the problem persists. Method 7: Resolution through antivirusif you use very strict configurations on a third-party security program or even if you use a standard Windows firewall and protector, you may get this error because of these programs
blocking Discord from running in the background and using system resources. So at this point we'll add an exception to both Windows Defender and Firewall for disagreement. To do this: Click Windows and R to run Run tip. Enter the Control Panel and click Enter to launch the classic control panel
interface. Start the Click control panel on the View on button: Select Big Icons and then click on the Windows Defender Firewall option. Select the Allow app or feature button through the firewall on the left glass and then Change the settings button and take a hint. Click on the Allow app or feature through
Windows Windows Here is the firewall, make sure you check both public and private options for Discord and related applications/drivers. Save your changes and get out of the window. Then click the Windows and I button to start the settings and click on the Update and Security option. From the left glass,
click Windows Security and then click on the Virus and Threat Protection button. Click on the Virus and Threat Protection button Select Settings Management button under the headline Virus and Threat Protection Settings. Scroll down and click on the Add or Delete exceptions button in the next window.
Click on the Add exception option and select Folder from file type. Add an exception to folder in Windows DefenderMake be sure to specify the Discord installation folder and exit that window after saving your changeCheck and see if this has fixed the discord Overlay problem.Also, make sure to examine
your third-party antivirus and make sure the discord is not blocked by them. Disagreements can often be falsely labeled from these applications, which can prevent it from working properly. Method 8: Reinstalling DiscordSometimes installation application may be damaged due to system or storage
failures, and this can actually damage the integrity of some Discord functions. So at this point, to make sure that's not the case, we'll be reinstalling the contention after removing it completely from our computers. To do this: Tap the Win and R buttons on the keyboard at the same time to open the Run
team window. Enter the control and click Enter to enter the control tab. Scroll down to the View option in the category and then select Delete program. Navigation on the pop-up window Uninstall a ProgramA will appear on the screen consisting of a list of programs. Select and click the right Discord button,



and then click on the Delete option on the screen. Click the BlueStacks button and select UninstallFollow with a instruction screen to remove the discord from your computer completely. Reboot your computer after the deletion is complete. Download the latest version of Discord from their website. Once
you download Discord click on perform it on your computer and follow the instructions on the screen to install it on your computer. Check if this has fixed a problem for your computer. This re-installation step should fix the Discord overlay error that is not showing now. Method 9: Disable background
applicationsIn some situations, certain background programs may interfere and disrupt some of the functions of Discord applications that may prevent it from appearing as well. So at this point, we'll disable these background applications from working on our computer and then check if it works properly.
To do this: Tap Windows and R to run the launch hint and enter MSConfig in the bar. MSConfigPress Enter to run the team and run the MSConfig window. From here, select the Start tab and on each app that is configured to run and click on the Disable button one by one. Now click on the Service tab and
check the box called Hide All Microsoft Services. By clicking on the Services tab and not checking the option to hide all Microsoft services, click Disable Everything to prevent all services and apps from running. Hit OK and restart the computer. After restarting, check if there is a problem. If this is not the
case, in the same way, start turning on one or two services at a time and check which ones make the issue come back. You can disable the troublesome app/service permanently to get rid of this problem. Method 10: Use VPNYou can also try to solve this particular discord error by customizing a VPN
connection on your computer, because a lot of voice connection problems can be overcome simply by using a VPN on your device. But remember that Discord is only designed to work with VPN solutions that UDP (User datagram protocol) has. The recommended VPN service to accomplish this goal may
be Nord VPN. Because it encrypts your internet traffic while keeping your identity safe, it also allows you to connect up to six devices at a time. Follow these steps to install a VPN connection on your computer: First, go to the Nord VPN website. Follow all the instructions on this web page to create your
Nord VPN account. Also, choose your own specific plan. Go to the Nord VPN download page on your computer and click to install it. Finally set up Nord VPN on your computer and type in to provide your Nord VPN account and passwords. This will lead you to the option of engagement. Now click Fast
Connect and you'll be connected to the recommended server available to you around the world. If you want to go the other way around by selecting a specific VPN server of your choice in any country, then go to the left panel in the Nord VPN window and select that particular server. You can also do this
by clicking on the country pin over the card. Click on the Fast Connections option after you set up the VPN, check to see if the Discord pad starts to show correctly. Method 11: Use the HotkeyUsually overlay, hotkey may not have been assigned to enable the overlay at the beginning. But if that was the
case, make sure it doesn't intersect with any other Hotkey that you may have tuned into Discord. If this happens, then try to activate a new hotkey as it can be helpful in overcoming this error. You can turn on the new hotkey by following these steps: Open the Discord app and find user settings in it. When
you open the Overlay menu in DiscordHere, you'll find a version of the current hotkey, other than the Option to Turn On. Reconfigure the new hotkey here and use it afterwards to call on Discord When you re-open your game again. Check to see if this overlay doesn't show the problem on Discord.Method
12: Restart Discord Discord it's possible that Discord doesn't run properly on your computer, which is why the problem of strife is triggered. So at this point, we'll first disable it completely on our computer and then restart and check if it fixes the problem. To do this: Click Windows and R to run Run tip.
Enter taskmgr and click Enter to run Task Manager.Running task ManagerIn the Task Manager click on the Processes tab and will be shown a list of active processes. In this list, click on the Discord process and then select the End of the Task button in The Task Manager.End task in Task ManagerMake,
be sure to carefully scan the list and disable all instances of the Discord app. Check to see if this fixes the problem on your computer. Method 13: Disable other versionsIf you're trying to run a normal and PTB version of contention at the same time you can often get an overlay bug. Double-check the
settings and make sure you don't work both of these versions at the same time. Edit the settings to run only one version of Discord at one time, and then check if this fixes this problem with Discord.Method 14: Contact Discord SupportIf you have done the implementation of all of the above fixes, then the
last option we stayed with is to try to get help from the Discord support team directly. You can visit their website and scroll down to the support section to get a detailed view of the whole process. You will be able to get detailed contact information, having a thorough review of their help pages. For quick
feedback regarding your problem you can also find out the exact problem in the search box and they will be back to you as soon as possible. For a quick response you can contact Discord through their Twitter account by writing your problem and tweeting it to them. Their.
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